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Responsible
Foraging
*Think before you pick*

Foraging is commonly defined as the act
of finding and collecting food from the
environment, unlike harvesting, where the
food that is collected has been specifically
grown or cultivated.
The purpose of the Nuts'a'maat' Forage
Forest is to cultivate traditional food and
medicine plants within a restored and
regenerating ecosystem.
This forest is an invitation to forage, but
also reminder that the lines between
foraging and harvesting have always been
blurred. Great care has always gone into
maintaining and promoting these
ecosystems by indigenous people since
time immemorial.

Collaborative Art
Installations
As an ongoing project, Richard Charlie,
Richie Smith and Kenna Fair have
partnered up with the GCA to produce art
installations for the Nuts'a'maat' Forage
Forest. Keep your eyes open for the Twin
Herons, the first of three collaborative
pieces.

Some questions to ask yourself before
foraging here, or anywhere.

Where am I? Consider whose territory you
are on; people have been harvesting these
plants for thousands of years and continue
to do so.
Is this a public space or private? Is foraging
allowed here? Is it safe to forage here? Could
pollution be a problem?
How much is ok to take? Ask yourself
how much you need and take a good look at

how much is available. Never take more than
25% of what is available.

Am I sure this is safe to eat? It is

especially important to know which plants
you are looking at and what is safe to eat. If

you are not positive what it is, please DON'T EAT
IT.

Will this effect the space around me?

Will collecting food plants here damage the
ecosystem? Please be mindful of any
disturbance you could be creating.

How can I give back? Is there anything
you can do for the ecosystem or territory
you are collecting food from? How can you
help in a way that allows others to harvest
now and in the future? Start by fostering a
relationship of reciprocity with your local
Indigenous Nations.

Keep in mind!
:Plants can look very different by season!:
Unfold this brochure and see our
: seasonal foraging guide, with what to :
harvest and when.

Other
Resources
Salish Harvest

"Salish Harvest has grown out of a series of
gatherings that have brought together
elders and youth from the neighbouring
Islands of Penelakut (formerly Kuper) and
Galiano to share their knowledge of wild
and traditional foods and medicines."
salishharvest.com

First Voices

A site dedicated to support Indigenous people
engaged in language archiving, teaching and
learning. At the website below you can
access the Hul'q'umi'num First Voices page
where you can search, hear, and learn some
of the original names for the plants you see
around you.
www.firstvoices.com

iNaturalist

Use the search bar to look up plants you
know the name of but are not sure about. If
you decide to sign up, this app can act as a
virtual ID guide.Just take a photo of your
plant, bird, bug etc. and iNaturalist will help
you identify what you're looking at. Your
observations will then be verified by
scientists and used for research!
www.inaturalist.org/
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Responsible
Foraging
*Think before you pick*

Foraging is commonly defined as the act
of finding and collecting food from the
environment, unlike harvesting, where the
food that is collected has been specifically
grown or cultivated.
The purpose of the Nuts'a'maat' Forage
Forest is to cultivate traditional food and
medicine plants within a restored and
regenerating ecosystem.
This forest is an invitation to forage, but
also reminder that the lines between
foraging and harvesting have always been
blurred. Great care has always gone into
maintaining and promoting these
ecosystems by indigenous people since
time immemorial.

Collaborative Art
Installations
As an ongoing project, Richard Charlie,
Richie Smith and Kenna Fair have
partnered up with the GCA to produce art
installations for the Nuts'a'maat' Forage
Forest. Keep your eyes open for the Twin
Herons, the first of three collaborative
pieces.

Some questions to ask yourself before
foraging here, or anywhere.

Where am I? Consider whose territory you
are on; people have been harvesting these
plants for thousands of years and continue
to do so.
Is this a public space or private? Is foraging
allowed here? Is it safe to forage here? Could
pollution be a problem?
How much is ok to take? Ask yourself
how much you need and take a good look at

how much is available. Never take more than
25% of what is available.

Am I sure this is safe to eat? It is

especially important to know which plants
you are looking at and what is safe to eat. If

you are not positive what it is, please DON'T EAT
IT.

Will this effect the space around me?

Will collecting food plants here damage the
ecosystem? Please be mindful of any
disturbance you could be creating.

How can I give back? Is there anything
you can do for the ecosystem or territory
you are collecting food from? How can you
help in a way that allows others to harvest
now and in the future? Start by fostering a
relationship of reciprocity with your local
Indigenous Nations.

Keep in mind!
:Plants can look very different by season!:
Unfold this brochure and see our
: seasonal foraging guide, with what to :
harvest and when.

Other
Resources
Salish Harvest

"Salish Harvest has grown out of a series of
gatherings that have brought together
elders and youth from the neighbouring
Islands of Penelakut (formerly Kuper) and
Galiano to share their knowledge of wild
and traditional foods and medicines."
salishharvest.com

First Voices

A site dedicated to support Indigenous people
engaged in language archiving, teaching and
learning. At the website below you can
access the Hul'q'umi'num First Voices page
where you can search, hear, and learn some
of the original names for the plants you see
around you.
www.firstvoices.com

iNaturalist

Use the search bar to look up plants you
know the name of but are not sure about. If
you decide to sign up, this app can act as a
virtual ID guide.Just take a photo of your
plant, bird, bug etc. and iNaturalist will help
you identify what you're looking at. Your
observations will then be verified by
scientists and used for research!
www.inaturalist.org/
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Responsible
Foraging
*Think before you pick*

Foraging is commonly defined as the act
of finding and collecting food from the
environment, unlike harvesting, where the
food that is collected has been specifically
grown or cultivated.
The purpose of the Nuts'a'maat' Forage
Forest is to cultivate traditional food and
medicine plants within a restored and
regenerating ecosystem.
This forest is an invitation to forage, but
also reminder that the lines between
foraging and harvesting have always been
blurred. Great care has always gone into
maintaining and promoting these
ecosystems by indigenous people since
time immemorial.

Collaborative Art
Installations
As an ongoing project, Richard Charlie,
Richie Smith and Kenna Fair have
partnered up with the GCA to produce art
installations for the Nuts'a'maat' Forage
Forest. Keep your eyes open for the Twin
Herons, the first of three collaborative
pieces.

Some questions to ask yourself before
foraging here, or anywhere.

Where am I? Consider whose territory you
are on; people have been harvesting these
plants for thousands of years and continue
to do so.
Is this a public space or private? Is foraging
allowed here? Is it safe to forage here? Could
pollution be a problem?
How much is ok to take? Ask yourself
how much you need and take a good look at
how much is available. Never take more than

25% of what is available.

Am I sure this is safe to eat? It is

especially important to know which plants

you are looking at and what is safe to eat. If

you are not positive what it is, please DON'T EAT
IT.

Will this effect the space around me?

Will collecting food plants here damage the
ecosystem? Please be mindful of any
disturbance you could be creating.

How can I give back? Is there anything
you can do for the ecosystem or territory
you are collecting food from? How can you
help in a way that allows others to harvest
now and in the future? Start by fostering a
relationship of reciprocity with your local
Indigenous Nations.

:,JDDW,D,SJnN cJljJ cJJOJdxa:
puo Uf cJWOJ cJSDcJ/d

Keep in mind!
:Plants can look very different by season!:
Unfold this brochure and see our
: seasonal foraging guide, with what to :
harvest and when.

Other
Resources
Salish Harvest

"Salish Harvest has grown out of a series of
gatherings that have brought together
elders and youth from the neighbouring
Islands of Penelakut (formerly Kuper) and
Galiano to share their knowledge of wild
and traditional foods and medicines."
salishharvest.com

First Voices

A site dedicated to support Indigenous people
engaged in language archiving, teaching and
learning. At the website below you can
access the Hul'q'umi'num First Voices page
where you can search, hear, and learn some
of the original names for the plants you see
around you.
www.firstvoices.com

iNaturalist

Use the search bar to look up plants you
know the name of but are not sure about. If
you decide to sign up, this app can act as a
virtual ID guide.Just take a photo of your
plant, bird, bug etc. and iNaturalist will help
you identify what you're looking at. Your
observations will then be verified by
scientists and used for research!
www.inaturalist.org/
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: What is a Forage:
Forest?

Responsible
Foraging
*Think before you pick*

Foraging is commonly defined as the act
of finding and collecting food from the
environment, unlike harvesting, where the
food that is collected has been specifically
grown or cultivated.
The purpose of the Nuts'a'maat' Forage
Forest is to cultivate traditional food and
medicine plants within a restored and
regenerating ecosystem.
This forest is an invitation to forage, but
also reminder that the lines between
foraging and harvesting have always been
blurred. Great care has always gone into
maintaining and promoting these
ecosystems by indigenous people since
time immemorial.

Collaborative Art
Installations
As an ongoing project, Richard Charlie,
Richie Smith and Kenna Fair have
partnered up with the GCA to produce art
installations for the Nuts'a'maat' Forage
Forest. Keep your eyes open for the Twin
Herons, the first of three collaborative
pieces.

Some questions to ask yourself before
foraging here, or anywhere.

Where am I? Consider whose territory you
are on; people have been harvesting these
plants for thousands of years and continue
to do so.
Is this a public space or private? Is foraging
allowed here? Is it safe to forage here? Could
pollution be a problem?
How much is ok to take? Ask yourself
how much you need and take a good look at
how much is available. Never take more than

25% of what is available.

Am I sure this is safe to eat? It is

especially important to know which plants

you are looking at and what is safe to eat. If

you are not positive what it is, please DON'T EAT
IT.

Will this effect the space around me?

Will collecting food plants here damage the
ecosystem? Please be mindful of any
disturbance you could be creating.

How can I give back? Is there anything
you can do for the ecosystem or territory
you are collecting food from? How can you
help in a way that allows others to harvest
now and in the future? Start by fostering a
relationship of reciprocity with your local
Indigenous Nations.

:,JDDW,D,SJnN cJljJ cJJOJdxa:
puo Uf cJWOJ cJSDcJ/d

Keep in mind!
:Plants can look very different by season!:
Unfold this brochure and see our
: seasonal foraging guide, with what to :
harvest and when.

Other
Resources
Salish Harvest

"Salish Harvest has grown out of a series of
gatherings that have brought together
elders and youth from the neighbouring
Islands of Penelakut (formerly Kuper) and
Galiano to share their knowledge of wild
and traditional foods and medicines."
salishharvest.com

First Voices

A site dedicated to support Indigenous people
engaged in language archiving, teaching and
learning. At the website below you can
access the Hul'q'umi'num First Voices page
where you can search, hear, and learn some
of the original names for the plants you see
around you.
www.firstvoices.com

iNaturalist

Use the search bar to look up plants you
know the name of but are not sure about. If
you decide to sign up, this app can act as a
virtual ID guide.Just take a photo of your
plant, bird, bug etc. and iNaturalist will help
you identify what you're looking at. Your
observations will then be verified by
scientists and used for research!
www.inaturalist.org/
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: What is a Forage:
Forest?

Responsible
Foraging
*Think before you pick*

Foraging is commonly defined as the act
of finding and collecting food from the
environment, unlike harvesting, where the
food that is collected has been specifically
grown or cultivated.
The purpose of the Nuts'a'maat' Forage
Forest is to cultivate traditional food and
medicine plants within a restored and
regenerating ecosystem.
This forest is an invitation to forage, but
also reminder that the lines between
foraging and harvesting have always been
blurred. Great care has always gone into
maintaining and promoting these
ecosystems by indigenous people since
time immemorial.

Collaborative Art
Installations
As an ongoing project, Richard Charlie,
Richie Smith and Kenna Fair have
partnered up with the GCA to produce art
installations for the Nuts'a'maat' Forage
Forest. Keep your eyes open for the Twin
Herons, the first of three collaborative
pieces.

Some questions to ask yourself before
foraging here, or anywhere.

Where am I? Consider whose territory you
are on; people have been harvesting these
plants for thousands of years and continue
to do so.
Is this a public space or private? Is foraging
allowed here? Is it safe to forage here? Could
pollution be a problem?
How much is ok to take? Ask yourself
how much you need and take a good look at
how much is available. Never take more than

25% of what is available.

Am I sure this is safe to eat? It is

especially important to know which plants

you are looking at and what is safe to eat. If

you are not positive what it is, please DON'T EAT
IT.

Will this effect the space around me?

Will collecting food plants here damage the
ecosystem? Please be mindful of any
disturbance you could be creating.

How can I give back? Is there anything
you can do for the ecosystem or territory
you are collecting food from? How can you
help in a way that allows others to harvest
now and in the future? Start by fostering a
relationship of reciprocity with your local
Indigenous Nations.
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Keep in mind!
:Plants can look very different by season!:
Unfold this brochure and see our
: seasonal foraging guide, with what to :
harvest and when.

Other
Resources
Salish Harvest

"Salish Harvest has grown out of a series of
gatherings that have brought together
elders and youth from the neighbouring
Islands of Penelakut (formerly Kuper) and
Galiano to share their knowledge of wild
and traditional foods and medicines."
salishharvest.com

First Voices

A site dedicated to support Indigenous people
engaged in language archiving, teaching and
learning. At the website below you can
access the Hul'q'umi'num First Voices page
where you can search, hear, and learn some
of the original names for the plants you see
around you.
www.firstvoices.com

iNaturalist

Use the search bar to look up plants you
know the name of but are not sure about. If
you decide to sign up, this app can act as a
virtual ID guide.Just take a photo of your
plant, bird, bug etc. and iNaturalist will help
you identify what you're looking at. Your
observations will then be verified by
scientists and used for research!
www.inaturalist.org/
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Responsible
Foraging
*Think before you pick*

Foraging is commonly defined as the act
of finding and collecting food from the
environment, unlike harvesting, where the
food that is collected has been specifically
grown or cultivated.
The purpose of the Nuts'a'maat' Forage
Forest is to cultivate traditional food and
medicine plants within a restored and
regenerating ecosystem.
This forest is an invitation to forage, but
also reminder that the lines between
foraging and harvesting have always been
blurred. Great care has always gone into
maintaining and promoting these
ecosystems by indigenous people since
time immemorial.

Collaborative Art
Installations
As an ongoing project, Richard Charlie,
Richie Smith and Kenna Fair have
partnered up with the GCA to produce art
installations for the Nuts'a'maat' Forage
Forest. Keep your eyes open for the Twin
Herons, the first of three collaborative
pieces.

Some questions to ask yourself before
foraging here, or anywhere.

Where am I? Consider whose territory you
are on; people have been harvesting these
plants for thousands of years and continue
to do so.
Is this a public space or private? Is foraging
allowed here? Is it safe to forage here? Could
pollution be a problem?
How much is ok to take? Ask yourself
how much you need and take a good look at

how much is available. Never take more than
25% of what is available.

Am I sure this is safe to eat? It is

especially important to know which plants
you are looking at and what is safe to eat. If

you are not positive what it is, please DON'T EAT
IT.

Will this effect the space around me?

Will collecting food plants here damage the
ecosystem? Please be mindful of any
disturbance you could be creating.

How can I give back? Is there anything
you can do for the ecosystem or territory
you are collecting food from? How can you
help in a way that allows others to harvest
now and in the future? Start by fostering a
relationship of reciprocity with your local
Indigenous Nations.

Keep in mind!
:Plants can look very different by season!:
Unfold this brochure and see our
: seasonal foraging guide, with what to :
harvest and when.

Other
Resources
Salish Harvest

"Salish Harvest has grown out of a series of
gatherings that have brought together
elders and youth from the neighbouring
Islands of Penelakut (formerly Kuper) and
Galiano to share their knowledge of wild
and traditional foods and medicines."
salishharvest.com

First Voices

A site dedicated to support Indigenous people
engaged in language archiving, teaching and
learning. At the website below you can
access the Hul'q'umi'num First Voices page
where you can search, hear, and learn some
of the original names for the plants you see
around you.
www.firstvoices.com

iNaturalist

Use the search bar to look up plants you
know the name of but are not sure about. If
you decide to sign up, this app can act as a
virtual ID guide.Just take a photo of your
plant, bird, bug etc. and iNaturalist will help
you identify what you're looking at. Your
observations will then be verified by
scientists and used for research!
www.inaturalist.org/

